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Pre-recorded both in Leicester Square and Trafalgar Square in London. Hosted by Inspector Dagna Van Devor. We ask
you to go to the police station." Dagna Van Devorem went out onto the terrace of Astvid's house and, tuning the receiver
to the police station, heard the voice of the presenter. â€œThis is Dagne Van Devor. Our time is up. The news program

"Meeting with the police" is on the air. â€œYou are listening to the Police Encounters station! In the studio today,
Inspector Danag Van Devora and we continue our conversation on the topic of forensic technology in the course of

criminal investigations. Today we have to tell you about how fingerprinting is carried out. How do you know if a fingerprint
taken from a person's palm is genuine or made with a "mistake"? How to find a whip mark on a criminal's hand? All

these questions will be answered in our program by Dr. James Harper.â€• Dadna turned off the receiver and put it on
the table. Looking at Chris, she said: -You know what came to my mind? -And what? The sensor on his wrist emitted a
faint blue flicker. Chris looked at her in surprise. Yes, this sensor only works at night. We don't usually use it. We turn it

off when we go to bed. But today it will work all the time. Chris went to the window. The rain didn't stop. He was not
afraid of the rain, he was afraid of dying. It's never too late anyway, he told himself. On the table next to his phone was a

small diary in which he wrote down all his activities for the day. And today he had about twenty million credits in his
account. If he manages to open the door, if once again everything works out as he planned, in five minutes they will fly
for him. Two boats will land on the airfield with two sides. One is from the patrol service. The second is from the secret

service. Chris took out a compact sign language decoder that police officers usually use from a desk drawer and, turning
it on, placed it on his desk. Turning the disk clockwise several times, he turned on the light signal. Christopher Ingver

gave a cry of surprise and got up from his chair. It was dark in the room
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